THE BIG LUNCH PROBLEM
By Jamadi Rivera
Grade 4, Westfield

Characters:
sandwich
doork
yogurt
pizza
lunch box
Alex
tide

Setting:
in school in a lunchbox

Problem:
The food can not get out of the lunchbox

sandwich: it is a great day today (happy)
yogurt: I agree with you (happy)

pizza: are you serious we are going to get eaten (mad)

juice: but I am not food (do not understand)

pizza: same thing (mad)

sandwich: oh no (sad)

pizza: we need to escape this lunchbox

yogurt: but how are we going to escape

juice: we need to work together

pizza: my be we can try to find a hole

juice: a hole this is a metal lunchbox it's just painted

yogurt: I am hell they and I am strong

juice: let's see about that

yogurt: ok this is hard
sandwich: a got some thing

juce: what is it

sandwich: lets talk to the lunch box

pizza: but the lunch box can't talk

sandwich: but we can talk so the lunchbox can to

pizza: I under stand now

yogrt: ok let's do that than

pizza: sandwich you can talk to the lunchbox

sandwich: what

pizza: it was your adea you can do it

sandwich: ok hay lunchbox can you pleas open so we don't get eten

lunchbox: i can not sarey

sandwich: but we neet get out so we don't get eten

lunchbox: I have to do my dudey

yogrt: you sad dudey

pizza: you are not helping us

juce: but it is funny you got to emit it

pizza: it is funny

lunchbox: I will get in troube I have to keep you in me a you cloud

sandwich: the human can buy lunch

lunchbox: I did not think about it yet ok I will let you free

Alex: my lunch is not in my lunchbox not here

tide: you can buy lunch

Alex: I don't my mom sad she packed my lunch
tide: I will buy you lunch

Alex: thank you my best friend tide

THE END